
S crapped  
A Shifty tabletop game for 2-4 players 

Each player requires a tracker and three objects to use 
as tokens. 

Setting up: 

With the scrap you have on hand, you can upgrade 
yourself! You have 20 scrap points, which you can use 
to strengthen any of the following attributes: battery 
life, weaponry, and plating, with a max of ten in each. 
 
Longer battery life allows you to perform extra 
actions and powers you through the rounds. 
Better weaponry allow you to damage other bots 
more easily. 
Reinforced plating allows you to deflect blows from 
weapons. 
 
Once everyone has finished with their upgrades, 
reveal your attributes and get ready for combat! 

Winning: 
Be the last player with battery life remaining! 
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You can find more games made by Shifty 

Glyphs on our website at ShiftyGlyphs.com. 

 You are an abandoned robot, currently 
residing in a robotics recycling scrapyard. You’ve been 
able to survive by upgrading yourself with the 
available scrap, but, recently, other bots have been 
taking all the good parts for themselves- get rid of 
them so you can take their scrap for yourself! 

Gameplay: 
Roll a die to determine your turn order, from highest value to lowest. 
 
On your turn, if you have battery life remaining, you can perform any 
number of the following actions once in any order: attack another player, 
overclock your weapons or plating, and reconstruct your body.  

Attack- Choose another player. If your weaponry 
attribute is better than their plating, decrease their 
battery life by one or two if your weaponry is at least 
twice as high as their plating.  
If you reduce their battery life to 0 or below, then 
you’ve scrapped them and can use two of their scrap 
points to immediately increase any of your attributes. 
  
Overclock- Decrease your battery life by one, and 
double either your weaponry or plating attribute until 
your next turn. 
  
Reconstruct- Decrease your battery life by one, and 
rearrange the scrap points between your battery life, 
weaponry, and plating. 

At the end of your turn, decrease your battery life by one. 


